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Mr. Robin described techniques for getting data in and out of III systems (though mainly 
out) using Microsoft’s ASP (Active Server Pages) technology.  ASP is a programming 
environment that can be used with interpreted languages like VBScript or JavaScript, and 
has been around since the introduction of Windows 95.  Its ease of use with MS Access 
helped to increase its popularity.  The suite of ASP programs that he created is called 
winmarc.  
 
The methods III provides for outputting data are:  1) “Print,” which produces “quasi-
MARC” output of the entire contents of a review file; 2) “List,” which lets you select 
fields to include in the output;  3) “User selected format,” which produces delimited 
ASCII and 4) “Export,” which supports  ASCII, EndNote or MARC through FTS.  
 
Using a file output as delimited ASCII one can easily import the data into MS Access to 
be processed in ways more sophisticated than is possible in a review file.  This Access 
database can then be put on the WWW with Internet Information Server (IIS) and ASP 
programs can be written to allow users to manipulate the data.  EndNote, a popular 
bibliography creating program (which can do Z39.50 connections), may also be used to 
manipulate data from III.  Examples of ASP source code were given. 
 
For getting data into Innovative there are two choices: manual input and batch loading.  
Mr. Robin has written ASP programs to pre-process data for batch loading.  The 
advantages of batch loading are that one can use PC based software (WordPad, MS 
Access, ASP, JavaScript) to find and remove errors from data before the batch load.  
 
Mr. Robin feels that ASP, IIS and MS Access provide an easy but powerful way of 
processing data coming out of or going into Innovative.  
 
Examples of source code are available at http://64.23.87.92/winmarc, where one can also 
create ones own web site and use the winmarc suite of programs.  
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